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Morris A. Copeland
Preceding studies in this series have paid relatively little atten-
tion to the aspects of social accounting that relate to national
wealth. The national income and product accounts and per-
sonal income size distribution have been considered at some
length. Occasionally papers have given income and wealth
something approaching equal treatment, but the only paper
devoted primarily to the subject of wealth and claims is the
leading paper in Volume Two, 'On the Measurement of
National Wealth', by Simon Kuznets.
If national income has thus far absorbed a major part of the
attention of the Conference on Research in Income and
Wealth, it is largely because between the two world wars econ-
omists both in the United States and in other countries were
emphasizing income and somewhat neglecting wealth. But the
classical tradition in economics had, at least nominally, placed
the emphasis the other way. This tradition had developed with
little assistance from quantitative empirical data. Yet the fact
that during the nineteenth century economics was often char-
acterized as 'the science of wealth' appears to rest in part on a
quantitative empirical foundation. By and large during most
of the century it was easier to get together something of a
picture of national wealth than to produce a passable estimate
of nationalincome. Moreover, accountants during this period
in general paid far more attention to the balance sheet than to
the income statement.
One byproduct of the industrial revolution and of the ex-
pansion of governmental functions that followed in its wake
was a marked growth of economic statistics. As the body of such
data grew, economists came more and more to think in quan-
titative empirical terms. Gradually it became apparent that
while much had been written about wealth, incautious writers
had not infrequently used the word 'wealth' when they should
have said 'income'.
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Irving Fisher in his Nature of Capital and Income (Macmil-
lan, 1906) treated income as a 'flow' and wealth as a 'fund'. And
he demonstrated that distinguishing sharply and unswerv-
ingly between 'fund' and 'flow' has far reaching implications
for economic theory. In this important study he gave us also
preliminary blueprints for constructing empirical definitions
of two very basic economic concepts. income or production,
and wealth.
Though Fisher's blueprint of the consolidated income ac-
count for an economy is too simple for any actual time and
place, it is still the framework around which our modern
national income and product accounts are built. It was a major
contribution to scientific work in economics. His wealth blue-
print, judged by present-day standards, was rather more of an
oversimplification, but it too deserves to rank as a major con-
tribution.
Fisher's income blueprint received our first attention partly
because of a general shift toward emphasizing flows during a
fiscal period rather than conditions at the period's close (i.e.,
what Fisher called funds), and partly because, after work on a
condition statement for our economy has passed a certain
point, the going becomes much more difficult. An official ex-
hibit of the nation's tangible assets, a decennial 'census' of
wealth, had been compiled for several decades before Fisher's
study of the nature of capital and income appeared. But when
one tries to go beyond this toward constructing a national bal-
ance sheet the technical problems increase sharply. At least
until the early l920's the data needed for a national balance
sheet for the United States were indeed scanty. Moreover for
1932 even the tangible asset exhibit was left uncompleted, and
for 1942 this 'census' was not attempted.
Fisher's wealth blueprint outlined a consolidated balance
sheet for an economy. But up to the end of World War II
little had been done toward constructing a full double-entry
statement of financial condition for the United States. By 1946,
however, the situation had become favorable for moving for-
ward in this direction. The body of basic data appropriate forINTRODUCTION 3
constructing wealth estimates had grown so that it could fairly
be compared with the basic income and product data that had
been available to the National Bureau of Economic Research
when—more than a quarter of a century earlier—it began its
work on national income. At the same time a feeling of uneasi-
ness was spreading among economists, a suspicion that without
a national balance sheet their empirical view of our economy
might be somewhat lopsided.
In November 1946 Martin R. Gainsbrugh presented a paper
on The Need for National Wealth Estimates before the Con-
ference on Research in Income and Wealth.' Noting "the
early concentration of economists upon wealth", and what he
characterized as "the submerged half of the charter originally
envisaged for the Conference" he pointed out that at least on
a tentative basis "Great Britain has moved ahead in this sector
of national accounting". He then argued that in official com-
mentaries on estimates of national income and gross national
product "emphasis...hasbeen increasingly placed upon
the accounting concept and analogy", and that without "na-
tional accounts of our financial position...theaccounting
analogy upon which the income technician leans, leaves him
walking on a crutch". "If the accounting analogy has any
validity at all in the national accounts it should apply across
the board, to balance sheet and operating statement alike."
Gainsbrugh's paper did not include a revised blueprint for
a national balance sheet. But he had previously grappled with
the task of actual construction work and he surely had in mind
not only something in the way of sketches of floor plans and
elevations but also some of the specifications. He was asking
for considerably more than an old fashioned exhibit of tangible
assets and for something different from Kuznets' proposal that
the (separate) "substantive and claims approaches" be so com-
bined as to yield a number of "variants" of a "global total"
value of "the stock of economic goods".2 What Gainsbrugh
1Sincethis paper was not printed in Volume Eleven of this series I propose to
abstract it here.
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wanted was to move "in the direction of a dual set of financial
or accounting statements for the national economy", to round
out "our system of national accounts of income and product"
by adding a "consolidated statement of...assetsand liabili-
ties",..."acompanion estimate of wealth and its inter-
relationship to our national operating statement". He went on
to say, "We now know that both the income and expenditure
sides of the national income account are needed to make the
data useful. If this two-sided goal is kept in mind so far as the
national wealth controversy among the technicians is con-
cerned, it may help to resolve the somewhat futile arguments
over the respective merits of the substantive or claims ap-
proach." He visualized the plans in outline form, but he saw
clearly that much further planning—working out of concepts
of what it is' that is to be measured—would be needed. He
called attention to some of the problems involved in tying
national income statements and national balance sheets to-
gether, referred to the need to develop "conventions of wealth
accounting", and warned us that "the time-consuming task of
setting up and compiling a national balance sheet, the develop-
ment of the necessary conventions of measurement and the
synthesis and integration of existing data will more than absorb
the full physical and mental capacities of those charged with
this vital undertaking".
Gainsbrugh considered the "prospective demands for and
uses of wealth data" at some length. Among demands and uses
he counted:
To determine the effect of the war on a "nation's debtor-credi-
tor position; erosion of capital goods in civilian industry; the
draining down of civilian stocks", and "particularly changes
in assets and liabilities in the accounts of business, consumers
and the government" and in the geographical distribution of
ownership.
As a pertinent consideration in relation to problems of repara-
tions, lend-lease settlements, and international debt adjust-
ments, and in reconstruction planning.
As a guide in framing policy toward national resources.INTRODUCTION 5
To compare public and private ownership of assets.
As an aid in connection with a federal capital budget.
As a guide in framing tax policy.
To correct the present way of drawing the line between savings
and consumption.
To provide "quantitative materials on homes and their facili-
ties, cars, household accessories and other tangible items" and
on personal holdings of securities and other claims that can be
used as indicia of welfare.
As an aid in interpreting national income and product ac-
counts and "as benchmarks against which cumulative totals of
capital formation might be checked". (This use emphasizes the
need for comparative balance sheets.)
This list of prospective demands and uses was in some re-
spects quite similar to that assembled and discounted by Kuz-
nets a decade earlier.3 But a new significance had been added.
This was partly because World War II had brought out new
aspects or given an added importance to a number of the items.
But more largely it was because Gainsbrugh was speaking not
of a global total but of a balance sheet exhibit. Indeed it is evi-
dent from his discussion of demands and uses that he was speak-
ing of more even than a consolidated national balance sheet;
he had in mind a consolidated national balance sheet supple-
mented and supported by a number of sector balance sheets.
The Executive Committee of the Conference responded
promptly to Gainsbrugh's plea. They decided to devote the
next meeting of the Conference to the subject of a national
balance sheet and supplementary sector condition statements.
That meeting was held January 30 and 31, 1948. The papers
here published are the papers that were placed before that
meeting for consideration.
Planning a program is always difficult. In this case there
were special difficulties. The list of studies originally
plated by the Committee and the final list of those placed
before the Conference differed greatly. Work on the former
had scarcely gotten under way when it was realized that the
3 Idem, pp.38et seq.6 VOLUME TWELVE
proposed program was not well balanced and that it was likely
to prove a mere bringing together in time of unrelated analyses
of somewhat separate subjects. Tn order to remake this 'pro-
gram' into something of an organic whole, it was decided to
give two of the contributors broad over-all assignments, and
to assign to each of the others a special wealth sector. At the
same time several sector assignments were added so as to im-
prove the program's coverage, and contributors were asked to
give actual figures for 1929, 1939, and 1946 as well as to discuss
problems of methodology and data improvement. Under this
revised plan Raymond Goldsmith was given an over-all, co-
ordinating responsibility with major emphasis on tangibl.e
and other basic assets, and Albert Hart a corresponding assign-
ment with malor emphasis on liabilities and residual equities.
Of the special wealth sector assignments five were defined in
terms of basic asset types, the rest in terms of type of owner. All
except one of the sector assignments, that dealing with non-
farm dwelling units, were completed. However, they were not
completed soon enough to permit Goldsmith to carry out his
intention to summarize the asset information they contained,4
and the liability and equity information proved too scanty for
Hart to summarize. To help piece out the claims side of the
picture I undertook a last-minute assignment to assemble such
materials as were available in the moneyflows study I have been
conducting.
Two further steps looking in the direction of coordination
should be recorded. (I) Two meetings of contributors—or
rather of as many as could conveniently get together—were
held. At each both outlines of the several projected contribu-
tions and the general work plan were discussed. (2) Hart, Gold-
smith, and I prepared a pair of over-all tables in blank (Na-
tional Balance Sheet, Exhibit I, and National Balance Sheet,
Exhibit II) and a covering memorandum to explain the nature
of the national balance sheet information aimed at and to en-
able each sector specialist to see where and how the results of
his study could contribute to this national picture. The two
4Goldsmithwas abroad during the latter part of 1947.INTRODUCTION 7
exhibitsare reproduced at the end of this introduction provid-
ing a standard by which one may appraise the contents of this
volume.
Since I am a contributor it would clearly be inappropriate
for me to attempt here to apply this standard to the individual
contributions. The reader would prefer to do that for himself
in any case. Writing with the wisdom of hindsight, however,
I may attempt to apply this standard to the program as a whole.
The two exhibits are blueprints for the kind of social account-
ing statement that, I take it, Gainsbrugh had in mind. Possibly
he feels they are too ambitious as a present objective. My own
part in their preparation was mainly one of simplifying a
somewhat more complicated earlier draft, and I should urge
further simplification today, if there were occasion to revise
them. But they do outline a scheme of sector balance sheets
and a way of fitting them together into an over-all consolidated
balance sheet for our economy.
Before we consider whether the program really aimed in the
direction indicated by these two exhibits, let me suggest an-
other possible standard of judgment. Assuming the program
was a move in general toward the selected objective, was the
most efficient mode of statistical locomotion adopted? In this
respect a choice was made between two proposed alternatives.
The original list of contributor assignments did not contem-
plate an attempt to obtain estimates for 1929, 1939, and 1946.
In the process of revising the program it was decided to make
such an attempt. This decision was not motivated by any
thought that a firm and fairly complete picture could be pro-
duced in such a short time. Rather it was made because the
Committee felt that the discussion of methodological and data-
improvement problems would be more to the point and more
fruitful this way and that the production of a defective picture
accompanied by a statement of its defects would prove an excel-
lent method of stimulating people to produce a better picture.
In my opinion the choice of this mode of statistical locomo-
tion was eminently wise.
Now as to the aim. Was the program accurately aimed at the8 VOLUME TWELVE
problems of developing a consolidated national balance sheet
and supporting sheets for the sectors? On this point I think it
must be said in retrospect that the aim was too low, even with
reference to some less ambitious social accounting condition
statement plan than that of Exhibits I and II, and further that
the aim was somewhat to the right of such an objective.
The aim was too low chiefly because a number of the sector
assignments—through no fault of the individual contributors—
came to be defined in terms of basic asset types. This way of de-
fining sectors now seems unfortunate, though it resulted partly
from the desire for figures for 1929, 1939, and 1946 and partly
from the attempt to carve out feasible assignments. One cannot
expect to get sector balance sheets for dwellings, for other con-
sumer tangible assets, for forest lands, for subsoil resources, or
for business inventories. Figures on cash, portfolios, debts,
and proprietorship equities do not fit into this kind of sector-
ing. The box in both exhibits runs not in terms of basic asset
types but in terms of type of owner—households, mining enter-
prises, unincorporated dwelling landlords, etc.
The aim of the January 1948 program was somewhat to th.e
right, partly because of the nature of the two over-all coordinat-
ing assignments. Some method of coordination was clearly
needed, but the method chosen proved unwise. With one co-
ordinator responsible mainly for assets and the other mainly
for claims the cards were somewhat stacked in favor of separate-
ness of the substantive and claims approaches along the lines
of Kuznets' paper in Volume Two and stacked against a bal-
ancing condition statement.
If we judge the accomplishment of this volume in terms of
the objective of developing an old fashioned exhibit of basic
assets, we can say that we have traveled a large part of the way.
If we judge the accomplishment in terms of the objective of
developing a national balance sheet this volume is still a very
impressive achievement. We have traveled much farther in a
year than anyone had dared hope when Gainsbrugh delivered
his paper. But there is a very long way still to go.
In conformity with established Conference practice most ofINTRODUCTION 9
the papers in this volume were circulated to members in ad-
vance of the meeting, and were discussed but not read at the
meeting. Only a small part of the discussion is recorded here;
rather what appear here are more carefully considered written
comments by only a few of those who participated in the oral
discussion. It may therefore be in order to give some impres-
sions of the discussion that I came away with.
One impression, and a strong one, is that many people talked
on many different topics and from many different points of
view. Instead of focusing their comments on the subject of a
national balance sheet exhibit for the United States, various
discussants seemed over and over again to veer away from this
subject and to propose restrictions on the social accounting
approach to the study of our economy. I think it is worth while
to consider the chief kinds of restriction proposed. For this
purpose those who proposed restrictions on social accounting
may be grouped into three main classes:
1)Those who wished to see a development of all the de-
tailed items needed for a rounded social accounting condi-
tion statement along the lines of some simplified version of
Exhibits I and II but who objected to striking certain of the
cross totals and down totals, or at any rate to making these
totals public. Such objections centered about the present sharp
contrast between two of the 'ultimate' owner groups, house-
holds and the federal government. What households own
minus their debts is a very large positive quantity—total per-
sonal wealth is larger than the national wealth; on the other
hand, the federal debt is much larger than the sum of federal
tangible assets, portfolio, and current receivables. Some of
those impressed by this contrast felt it would be improper to
put figures on federal assets and federal debt alongside each
other in a federal sector balance sheet. Others approved such
a sector statement and a balance sheet for all private sectors
lumped together, but felt it would be improper to show the
algebraic sum of the positive household residual equity and
the negative residual equity of the federal government. If I
correctly understand this second view it would mean that the10 VOLUME TWELVE
sector balance sheets should be such as to fit together into a
consolidated national balance sheet, but that the consolidated
sheet itself should be suppressed.
One ground for objecting to these cross totals and down
totals was apparently that they run counter to certain precon-
ceptions; another was that these totals are difficult to under-
stand, and are therefore likely to be misinterpreted. When we
attempt to construct a social accounting condition statement
for our economy we are attempting to work out something not
fully and explicitly worked out previously. We can hardly hope
to go forward in such an enterprise without encountering ob-
stacles. Preconceptions and difficulties of interpretation are
obstacles we can fairly expect. But social accounting is not
something entirely new. The idea of a consolidated condition
statement has been implicit in a large part of economic think-
ing, at least since the Physiocrats and Adam Smith. We would
have difficulty in getting on without this idea. And we shall do
well to work it out fully and explicitly in empirical terms.
2) Those who would omit certain basic assets, particularly
natural resources. So far as I can understand the reasoning be-
hind this proposal to omit them it runs thus: Wealth consists
of tangible objects from which we derive satisfactions but does
not include all such objects. It is difficult to draw a line be-
tween the natural objects (e.g., unimproved urban real estate)
that are part of wealth and those (e.g, the oceans) that are not.
We can avoid this difficulty and not lose much that is significant
if we confine our attention to man-made tangible objects.
Unless my understanding of this view is quite wrong, three
propositions seem reasonably certain. (a) It derives from one
aspect of neoclassical economic theory. (b) Social accounting
derives from another aspect. When Fisher developed his two
blueprints, he created something new. But he also built upon
a long line of development that had gone before. There can be
no doubt that his two blueprints are lineal descendants of the
Tableau Economique. (c) The omit.natural-resources view and
social accounting clash.
They clash for one thing because omitting tangible objectsINTRODUCTION 11
that appear on balance sheets as assets means abandoning the
balance sheet approach to national wealth. But the clash goes
deeper. Social accounting would require us, in deciding what
tangible objects to include in national wealth, to consider what
tangible objects are assets either for some owner who is part of
our national economy or for some claimant whose claims are
part of the gross national external debt. It would include some
natural objects in a current national condition statement be-
cause they currently appear on balance sheets (e.g., unim-
proved urban real estate) and exclude others because they
currently do not. The omit-natural-resources view appears to
reject such a consideration as property rights. The one aspect
of the classical tradition in economics in its more extreme
manifestations has pictured economics as a deductive science
that concerns itself with timeless truths about human choices
among physical objects and that is above concerning itself with
the ephemeral facts of legal and other social institutions. The
other aspect of the classical tradition, social accounting, neces-
sarily concerns itself with legal facts. A national condition
statement along the line of Exhibits I and II would be precisely
a summary of ownership facts and relations. But we must rec-
ognize that this creates a problem when we deal in wide inter-
temporal and intercultural comparisons—the analogue of the
•imputed income problem in national income accounting. We
may have to impute some consolidated national ownership
relations to make the two terms of a comparison comparable.
I venture to think we shall find ownership imputation a much
less extensive problem than income imputation.
•This, however, is not the end of the conflict between the two
aspects of the classical tradition in economics. The omit-
natural-resources view and the aspect of neoclassical theory
from which it derives imply that the statistical measurement
problem that was before the Conference is one of how to meas-
ure a previously defined magnitude. Decide first what tangible
objects to count and define the basis of valuation, then pro-
ceed to count and value them. This oversimplified conception
of the problem pervaded a large part of the discussion. If we12 VOLUMETWELVE
are to take the social accounting approach we must be develop-
ing our ideas of what it is we are trying to measure and our
methods of measuring it at the same time. The definition of a
national balance sheet is, as Gainsbrugh told us, a matter of
developing social accounting conventions. What adjustments
shall we make in the balance sheet compilations and estimates
now available? Flow shall we improvise balance sheets for gov-
ernments, for households (including estates and personal
trusts), for unincorporated nonfarm business enterprises, for
private nonprofit institutions? According to what rules shall
we consolidate these balance sheets? In the discussion scant
attention was paid to these questions.
3)Those who would provide a full national condition state-
ment, filling in at least a junior edition of Exhibits I and II,
but who would deny significance to such a statement on the
ground that and to the extent that our actual economy deviates
from some conception of an ideal economy. Monopoly price
and the difference between unit value and marginal social cost
were frequently mentioned as deviations from an ideal that
would detract from the significance of a national balance sheet.
Broadly we may think of the price system as analogous to an
election. Consumers, workers, and savers cast their dollar bal-
lots. The national income account and the national balance
sheet summarize the election returns. It is tempting to carry
this analogy one step further, to think of certain kinds of mar-
ket practices as the equivalent of election frauds. Some dollar
ballot boxes are stuffed; some legitimate dollar ballots are not
counted. To the extent that the election returns are fraudu-
lent, the national balance sheet and national income state-
ment are invalidated. Something like this line of reasoning
seems to underlie the view that social accounting findings are
—or may be—to some extent invalid.
This voting-fraud view of social accounting emphasizes two
important points: (a) A national balance sheet is something
more than a finding of fact. We cannot make findings about
national wealth without making findings about welfare. A
national condition statement is both a dçscription of a situa-INTRODUCTION 13
don at a given date and an appraisal of that situation. Some
statistical compilations are mere objective facts of observation
—some but not all. We must not be misled by. the numerical
nature of social accounts into thinking they are mere facts of
observation. Even individual accounting involves appraisal.5
When we prepare a consolidated national income account or
balance sheet, we shift the viewpoint for appraising facts from
that of private profit to that of national welfare. The voting-
fraud view rightly insists that social accounting involves social
appraisal.
(b) Social accounting tells us something about welfare, but
it tells us only a part—in fact a small part—of what we want
to know about welfare. We need to correct and to supplement
the findings of social accounting—this too the voting-fraud
view makes clear. In particular there is need to correct the
social accounts at what Goldsmith calls the "national business
accounting" level.6
The difficulty with the voting-fraud view is that while it
emphasizes the need to correct the election returns it enables
us to say neither how far a national balance sheet is incorrect
nor how to go about correcting it. To charge that a national
balance sheet is invalid to the extent that it reflects actual prices
which differ from just prices is not very helpful unless we can
agree on what are just prices. Such a charge is altogether too
vague. But this is about what the voting-fraud contention
seems to boil down to: marginal cost and what the price would
have been if there had been perfect competition were offered
as criteria of price justice. These two concepts are, indeed,
materially more definite than the concept 'just price'. They are
definite enough so that many economists who today find them-
selves somewhat out of sympathy with the classical, laissez-faire
position would reject them as the basis for public policy with
5W.A. Paton, Advanced Accounting (Macmillan, 1941), says: "The balance
sheet represents the standing or condition of the enterprise" (p. 4).... "Net
income ...isthe most prominent criterion of the degree of success attending
the operation of the enterprise...." (p.19).
6SeeSection A of his paper below.14 VOLUME TWELVE
respect to wage rates, railroad and public utility rates, farm
prices, interest rates, dwelling rents, prices of alcoholic bev-
erages, health service charges, market values of subsoil, mineral
rights—I do not attempt an exhaustive list. But these two con-
cepts are still not definite enough, without much additional
specification, to be statistically useful.
In the opening paper of this volume, Goldsmith refers to
deviations of price from marginal cost due to monopoly and
to other conditions in suggesting directions in which we may
wish to look for statistical correction techniques that we can
apply to the findings of "national business accounting" so as to
achieve "national economic accounting". He does not com-
mit himself to the voting-fraud view that social accounts are to
some extent invalid, although this section of his paper was
doubtless the occasion for injecting the voting-fraud view into
the discussion.
When anyone asserts that a national balance sheet—or any
other statistical finding—needs some correction, it seems fair
to ask him to tell us enough about the correction he has in mind
so that we can identify the component items it would most
affect and determine the direction of the adjustment proposed
for each. If the voting-fraud view of social accounting is to
merit consideration, the corrections it calls for should be speci-
fied at least as definitely. When—and only when—they are so
specified, can we have some confidence that we are all using
words in somewhat the same sense; and only then can we hope
to determine, with respect to any single allegation that a cor-
rection is needed, whether there is a genuine consensus on the
need.
It would be difficult to say how much Conference discussion
time was taken by proposals that certain cross totals and down
totals called for by the two exhibits be suppressed, that natural
resources be omitted, and that social accounts are to some
extent invalid because prices are to some extent unjust. Cer-
tainly it was a minor fraction of the seven-and-a-half hours.
And the space allotted to those proposals in the pages that fol-
low is slight indeed. If I have given them a disproportionateINTRODUCTION 15
amount of attention here, it was in the hope that by doing so
I might help to clear the air.
But let me cite two points on which a constructive consen-
sus seemed to emerge from the discussion. Both of them com-
mend themselves as common sense today, because they are
carryovers from the work in national income. Both, however,
would have been subjects of controversy had they been pro-
pounded a dozen years ago.
1)Agreement seemed general that there should be a set of
sector condition statements. Just as much of the value of the
national income and product accounts lies in the supporting
sector accounts, so it was felt that much of the value of a
national picture of condition would lie in what it reveals
about the conditions of the various sectors.
2)The subject of wealth size distribution was not on the
January 1948 agenda, but it did not entirely escape considera-
tion. Work in income size distribution has helped to force a
clear distinction between national income and personal in-
come. Agreement seemed general too on the need to differ-
entiate between national wealth and personal wealth. When
we talk about size distribution we presumably mean distribu-
tions of personal income and of personal wealth.
The listing of these two points may give the impression
that what came out of the discussion on the constructive side
was slight, that though the papers before the. Conference
blazed the trail a long way ahead there were many who did
not follow this trail very far. Someone—I do not remember
who—suggested another metaphor at the time. The Confer-
ence was offered a great deal of food for thought—so much
food that it could not digest it in the short time between the
receipt of the papers and the beginning of the sessions. This
view seems strengthened if one adds there are thorny prob-
lems that were passed over somewhat lightly in the January
1948 discussions; e.g., problems of the relative merits of alter-
native bases of valuation for various types of assets and of
liabilities and residual equities, problems of relating succes-16 VOLUME TWELVE
sive national balance sheets to national income in the interven-
ing periods when our income social accounting conventions
have been framed with little regard for the way they complicate
these problems.
I doubt, however, that what was accomplished by the dis-
cussion can be gauged by such considerations alone. It is fair
to compare the 1948 meeting with the first meeting of the
Conference on Research in Income and Wealth. At that first
meeting we were trying to get together on the subject of
national income, and it seemed to me a veritable Babel—we
did not have any common language and experienced great dif-
ficulty in communicating with one another. But as far as in-
come is concerned, a common language grew out of it and
we presently acquired a set of social accounting conventions.
Though some disagreements remain, there is now a broad area
of agreement. The January 1948 meeting left me with some-
what the same impression as the first—as far as wealth is con-
cerned we were speaking different tongues. But if the January
1948 meeting did as much for wealth as the first meeting did
for income—and I think it did—we can scarcely ask more.
To carry us forward on the path of social accounting the
Executive Committee has voted to have another meeting on
the national balance sheet in 1950. As the tentative 1950 pro-
gram stands at this writing, two of the prospective papers
promise to do something toward filling a major gap in the
present volume. The reader will find far too little here of
systematic effort to put the various pieces of the puzzle together
into a whole picture. I venture to hope that a byproduct of the
1950 sessions will be to do some of this putting together.
The objective of the 1950 program is fully as ambitious as
that for 1948, for it is planned to tackle among others some of
the problems of interpreting national balance sheet informa-
tion. I suspect the going on this second stretch will be even
more difficult than the going on the first. For one thing the
discussion of measurement theory will not be as closely tied to
measurement practice, because it does not seem feasible to
repeat the effort to assemble a somewhat comprehensive setINTRODUCTION 17
of estimates. But despite the obstacles immediately ahead I
think we can look forward confidently to the longer-run objec-
tive: to the development of a rounded, accrual, social account-
ing portrayal of the condition and operation of our economy,
a consolidated natiçnal balance sheet with supporting sector
sheets, as well as a consolidated national product account with
supporting sector accounts.N
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